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PROLOGUE
This story begins in the Midwest, among the everyman. A story lived by
many. Where you go to “work” so that you can go “up north” and to “the lake.”
This story is set in the cities of West Michigan, and on the banks of the world’s
longest freshwater cost line. A place that is remembered through the souvenirs
collected along the way. Where the color of the water, and the smell of the air,
can release a flood of memories for those indoctrinated by this story. A place
where I spent 26 years, living the story, working, going up north, and going to the
lake. I tell this story through my objects, but it is not my story alone. It is the story
of Michigan; the story of everyman. Traveling 1,700 miles to Missoula, Montana,
has highlighted the story of everyman, and allowed me to examine my part of
that story.

WHERE I COME FROM/WHERE I AM
My work is a visual representation of my story from Michigan to Montana. I
was raised in a middle class family in western Michigan. I went up north with my
family and worked for my father in the family business. I have since realized and
begun to explore the connections to where I have come from and where I am
now. Leaving a place where I have spent many years has led me to ask
questions about that place and its role in my life. I have had collective
experiences just like everyone else. In a sense I was normal; I felt average.
Creating autobiographical work leads me to think about the things that make
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me normal or average and the things that set me apart. What makes my story
unique? Not much really. it is every man’s story. My work highlights my memories
surrounding place and identity, shown through the elevation of familiar objects,
mapping, and my connections to water. Through the creation of objects and
situations that evoke elements of humor and absurdity, I am making objects
inspired by these memories and experiences. I hope to engage the viewer in a
conversation with the work and answer the questions I have about my
connections between the places I have been and where I am, through humor,
and the use of everyday or easily recognizable symbols.
“Where I Come From/Where I Am,” is the culmination/combination of
three years spent in Missoula Montana, away from Michigan. I have thought
about where I come from and how objects can represent place and memories
through the situations I place them in. I have grown up learning by doing and
that is the practice I have adopted within my own work. While creating my work,
I often think about how my methods of making can be used to talk about the
work itself. In this body of work I am speaking about coming from the Midwest,
where there is a history of assembly lines, factories, and hard working people,
things I consider to be at the heart of the region. To help deliver these ideas, I
use humor, presenting the message in a matter fact way. I set up situations that
are humorous and do so without changing the emotion, allowing the viewer to
bring her own emotions to the work.
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My work is guided by the question, “what makes my story unique?”
Through my material choices and combinations, I try to answer this question. I
have chosen beeswax for its scent; the strong sense of smell is tied to memory. I
have chosen tools for their ties to my story. Both tools and beeswax are
recognizable, everyday, common objects. I use videos to add elements of
place and humor to the exhibition. I am working with clay to represent where I
am, and it is at the base of almost every part of the exhibition.
Working for my father in the family business taught me many things that I
have carried throughout my life and into my artistic practice. The tools I used
were most often hand-held. The imagery and tools I chose to reference in my
thesis exhibition have roots in my past; they are easily recognizable as tools, and
at the same time maintain a level of connection to my story, allowing the viewer
to interact with the work in multiple ways. I pick tools and images that are massproduced to point to my feelings of normalness, and I obscure them with wax to
mask their specific identity. The maps are referring to exact physical points in my
life, and the tools are meant to be more vague references to a developmental
time. The way of working and choice of imagery points to where I come from
and where I am. Each piece of the exhibition has something to do with both
concepts.
I use sarcasm and humor in my work to draw the viewer in and give him a
chance to think about what is presented to them. I think that using humor in this
way the work can stand on its own, independent of my story. This allows me to
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deliver my story in a level tone, leaving the emotional connotations to each
viewer. When using humor I look to artists like Bruce Nauman, who also uses
humor and video combined with historical references. With his video Self-Portrait
as a Fountain, “Nauman wittily made himself into a living pun on Duchamp’s
Fountain.”1 However, I want to combine familiar objects and symbols that reflect
my story with elements of humor.
I am drawn to the work of many artists and enjoy finding similarities and
inspiration in the work that they have made. Artists such as Scott Grieger, Maya
Lin, and the ceramic artist Dick Lehman, as well as the abovementioned Bruce
Nauman, are a few of the artists I looked to. Each one has a relevant reference
to what I am creating. Dick Lehman offers a mantra in the ways of working.
Maya Lin is working with water, and the natural world, shown through industrial
materials. Both Nauman and Grieger use social commentary to transmit their
ideas. By looking at other artists work I see how their ideas are communicated
through material choices and methods of making. Causing me to take a
deeper look into how my methods of creation, and material choices influence
my ideas.
I often think about my methods of making. In this work, I am speaking
about coming from the Midwest and the things at the heart of the mid west. I
use a system of tools and extensions of my own hands that reflect the heart of
the mid west. I want my hand partially removed from the process to maintain a
sense of uniformity in the work. The process I use yields similar objects; allowing
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me to put them together in a pattern that reflects a part of my story. For
example, being legally blind in one eye is a unique part of my story and is what
lead me to use Braille, a system of writing with dots. In the Braille work, Where I
Come From/Where I Am, Dean R Foster, I installed the dots in the Braille pattern
that read, “where I come from/where I am dean r foster.” To reinforce the
system of writing I also stamped the Braille pattern of each letter on each dot
that made up that letter. This method of creation is also used in part of Years
Since, in which the ideas of where I came from are expressed in the production
of multiples.
In Years Since, I wanted to make the connection between production
and place stronger. I painted a large map of Michigan on the wall, and the
dots were used as specific reference points on the map. These places were
reflected on the floor in a mirrored slip map of Michigan. The clay pieces on the
wall have maps of the locations they are marking on the painted map. The
maps are obscured with the beeswax so the viewer can make out just enough
of the image to see that it is indeed a map. This is also strengthened through the
placement of the pieces on the painted map of Michigan. I chose to paint the
map on the wall to give a direct reflection to where I come from. I also chose to
paint it a light green blue, to suggest colors used in maps for water, but also to
evoke my memories of the blue green color of Lake Michigan.2
This link to water is also reflected in the use of clay slip, and helps tie this
work to Where I Dip My Feet. The slip map on the floor is a reflected image of
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the painted map on the wall. Within the slip are stacks of the dots, mirroring the
places on the wall. Each is a time marker for that particular place. They all mark
the amount of time since the first time I was there. Each dot on the floor
represents five years of time; so on each of them is the word “five” stamped into
the wax surface of the pieces. The word five in combination with the title points
to the time spent in these places. The slip is a reference to where I am and the
shape it takes is where I am from. This installation piece had several parts, all
used to point to where I come from and where I am. The slip is clay, a direct
connection to what I am doing, and by letting it dry and crack reflects my being
away from Lake Michigan.
While considering the things at the heart of the Midwest, hard work,
production, and manual labor come to mind. I think about my position working
for my father. He is in the contracting business, and on my end I was often using
tools that were hand-powered. In the Tools plaques, I used the tools that I used
and also tools that I remember seeing as a child. They are not only tools that are
part of my story but they are general enough that viewers can easily relate to,
and recognize them. I chose to use plywood because like the tools it is an
everyday material; by laminating the plywood I am giving this material more
weight, and more importance. The form of the plaque is also used to point at a
level of importance, as plaques are used to mark an event or achievement.
Here they are marking a period of time spent in a place, rather than a specific
event. The plaques become more ambiguous from this lack of identification with
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a specific event. This is blurred further through the covering of tools with
beeswax. Here the wax further removes any ownership from the tools, and
makes them nonspecific becoming representations of the tools.
I think of the plaques as a continuation of my pervious work with tools.
Here they represent the importance of tools, where as my previous body of work
focused on the actual use. The wax is used for its familiarity as a material and
also as a trigger for memory. It has a distinct look and color that are easily
identifiable for the viewer; it also has a smell that permeates the space. I am
using the viewers’ sense of smell to evoke memories, since the sense of smell is
one of the strongest senses tied to memories. The pieces are about my
memories, yet they are open enough for viewers to explore their own
experiences. Both the plywood and tools were chosen because of how
generally recognizable they are. I see the plaques relating to the work of Scott
Grieger, who also uses common everyday symbols to relate to his audience.
Grieger gets inspiration from the everyday, striving to bring to light socially
relevant truths. He uses everyday symbols such as the Nike “swoosh,” and
reconfigures it in a way that alters its meaning, often becoming a critique of the
symbol itself. For example, in one piece, he reconfigured four Nike swooshes
around a central axis so that they resemble a swastika. The author talks about
this piece saying, “The new form announces the correlation between the
dictoral power of government and the authoritarian power of corporations…
corporate logos and political symbols implant collective beliefs.”4 Grieger’s work
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is much more sociopolitical than I see my work, however I appreciate the use of
symbols, and well-known logos, as vehicles for his social commentary. This kind
of work plays with our preconceived notions surrounding these symbols that are
meant to be absorbed intuitively. I have taken from this idea that pairing
symbols and icons can enhance or give depth to the idea. For my work, I use
the tools as icons to talk about where I come from. The work is a reflection of the
everyman, through the symbols and icons from my story.
In my work “tools and souvenirs,” a body of work preceding “Where I
come/ Where I am,” the pieces were clay representation of the tools I have
used in the past. The end goal for this work was to exaggerate feelings of
normalcy, and the role of the tools used in my typical Midwestern life. Through
this work, I found that I wanted to take some of the specificity out of the story,
making the tools reference ideas of familiarity, leaving more room for the
viewers’ own personal interpretation. As an end to this work, I created the
performance “Bury the Axe.” Combining humor and memories, I took one of the
ceramic axes from my “tools and souvenirs” work and buried it here in the
mountains of Montana. It is the literal end of that series, and was represented
with a coffin and video of the axe being buried, and then unburied. I wanted to
express the idea that burying and then unburying the axe, mirrors ones
memories being forgotten and remembered. With the video work I recall a
quote from an interview with the artist Marina Abramovic where she talks about
communicating an action or performative act, she states, “ It’s extremely
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important how you transmit. The closest is video or film.”3 I think that the videos in
this exhibition are translating the information I am presenting clearly and simply,
by removing myself from the performance, allowing the viewer to focus on the
action shown.
Where I dip my feet has connections to my previous work Holy Water. The
piece Holy Water was a response to an investigation into my relationship with
water through mapping, more importantly mapping Lake Michigan. Here I have
carved out the lake depths, and placed the water from the lake in the void. This
piece serves as a souvenir for this place, created as a container for the water I
long for. I thought about Lake Michigan as my spiritual place and the water
from the lake as holy water- a material that can cleanse the soul and represent
a calming place for me. Being without the lake has made this connection more
apparent.
Where I dip my feet started with the idea that water played an important
role in my life. I thought that the previous piece Holy Water had too much
personal emotion for others to connect with. I wanted to change this and strove
for a more neutral tone to the work. To do this I injected humor into the piece
through the use of video in combination with the title of the piece. The bodies
of water I have chosen are all places where I have “dipped my feet,” four of
which are from Michigan, and here in Missoula, the Clark Fork River. The video
was shot in the river bringing the piece into a context of where I am. It is
projected onto a dry slip, relating it back to the Michigan map work, and also
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relating to being away from the other bodies of water. The sculpture element is
in the form of a table because I wanted to have a form that had ties to personal
memories of watching my father building furniture when I was growing up. To
relate it further to memories again the beeswax brings in the connotation to the
sense of smells and memory.
Gold leaf replaces the water in the work, highlighting the significance of
the water. It is a material I have seen used in the ceramic arts. I chose to
embrace it after seeing kintsugi pottery. “Kintsugi” means golden joinery, and is
pottery that had been broken and the cracks have been filled with a mixture of
lacquer and gold powder.5 Lelanda Lee describes the significance of this idea,
As an art form, kintsugi points to valuing the history of something that has
been broken and is made whole again in a new identity. The new,
reformed whole contains both the remembrance of that which was
before and also what is now – something that had been broken into
pieces and is now reformed, containing the additional joining amalgam
that is noticeable and traceable. 6
I feel like this is something that reflects what I am trying to speak to with “where I
come from and where I am.” I have left Michigan and am now in Montana and
link the two with the work I am making. With this piece I am reminded of the
“Bodies of Water” series from Maya Lin, where she cast the Colorado River in
silver, and also created the Red Sea and Baltic Sea in plywood. In a paper from
South Dakota State University, Marisa TenBrink writes, “By making direct
references to actual places, Lin creates a nostalgic connection between the
viewer and the specific physical space.”7 I hope to evoke a similar sense of
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place through my work about bodies of water, as well as the other works in the
space, involving place.
Ideas of place carry on and are accented in City Limits, here I mapped
out the city limit lines of places that I have spent long periods of time. I used clay
blocks to map out the city limits on, giving them a weight, implying significance.
Using beeswax to define the city limits is used as a representation of memories
through smell. It also takes the work away from direct references to maps, as it is
not a flat line. It obscures the source imagery enough to keep the viewer looking
for more. The wall portion of Where I Dip my Feet are much like City Limits with
regards to mapping, however the former uses actual maps and the carving
away of the wax, and City Limits implies mapping through the addition of wax.
City Limits has more mystery through the obscuring, and at the same time when
you see the title it becomes a little more apparent, yet still remains unclear as to
the exact locations. I purposely used a generic title to keep the pieces obscure
and to keep the viewer wondering about their location.
I use my choices in materials, imagery and humor to draw the viewer in
and let them ask questions about the work, and about my decisions within
making the work. From the smell of the wax in the entire space, to the way I
have positioned each piece, the viewer is guided through the space and upon
exiting receives a souvenir. The end of the exhibition is highlighted by two works
directly related to each other and the over arching theme of the exhibition.
Where I am is the clay block used to create Where I Come From, an ink print on
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the reverse side of the exhibition card. The image is of Montana and Michigan,
but each state is only oriented in the correct way on the pieces respective to
my actual location. Montana is correct on the ceramic block Where I am, and
Michigan is correct on the print, Where I Come From. The print was a souvenir
free for the taking, giving viewers a piece of where I come from to take with
them.
My work is an investigation of two places, where I have come from and
where I am. In continuing on I will keep in my mind something I read by the
ceramic artist, Dick Lehman, about the course we all take in working, “continue
to investigate what you already know”8 With this in mind I plan to continue to
make pieces that share my story, while remaining open enough in my decisions
that the audience can relate their own ideas and memories. I see my work as
an evolution from piece to piece, flowing in and out of one another, always
influencing each other. I would like to think of my direction with this work as a
set of questions that will allow me to grow in attempting to answer them. What
other familiar objects have influenced me? What does it mean if I make them
out of clay? How can memories, tools, and place be communicated through
video and clay? It is my belief that there are many things that make us unique
and just as many things that make us part of the larger group. I seek to explore
work that speaks about the juxtaposition of the familiar verses the unique. For
me, working with my memories is a cathartic way to contemplate my past,
present, and future.
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